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Abstract

This study looks into the interplay between governments and transnational corporations (TNCs) regarding corporate social responsibility (CSR), and it investigates the potentials to link CSR to the international development agenda. The analysis focuses on Norwegian CSR, that illustrates a rare combination of strong state with significant ownership in national companies, a relatively small number of TNCs and a strong civil society. The results of the analysis indicate that the Norwegian government exercise s a strong influence over corporate governance. However, despite an apparent alignment between the topics proposed by the State’s development cooperation agenda and those Norwegian companies are expected to report on, the analysis did not find proof of a transfer of agendas. Instead, businesses appear to use CSR as a communication tool, thus complying with the government’s desire to project a positive image of Norway internationally. Furthermore, the government appears to prioritize commercial goals and profitability.
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1. Introduction

Norway’s involvement in international development efforts has earned it a disproportionate amount of influence relative to its economic size. Similarly, Norwegian companies are renowned for their exemplary social and environmental practices. The core values embedded in the fabric of Norwegian society appear to be the upheld both in the State’s development cooperation policies and in corporate governance. In recent years the political discourse has become such in relation to the business sector’s role in development, that one is persuaded to wonder how the interplay between the different spheres – public and private, non-profit and for profit – may influence the international development agenda.

This study evolved from two principal observations, namely visibly stronger state involvement in corporate social responsibility (CSR), and a shift from primarily state overseen international development agendas to a growing number of development-oriented initiatives by transnational corporations (TNCs). Several features recommend Norway as a fitting candidate for this paper’s analysis. First, despite being a relatively small country located in a remote geographical area, Norway plays a large role in international development debates. Economic affluence, international aspirations and a strong ‘Christian missionary zeal’ have imbued the Norwegian mindset with a sense of responsibility to ‘do good’ (Welle-Strand et al, 2009). Furthermore, official development assistance is concentrated on areas of perceived Norwegian expertise – human rights, peace efforts, clean energy and the environment. This has earned Norway a positive image as international donor that the government seems eager to strengthen, not least through CSR.

Compared to other Western countries, and even its Scandinavian neighbours, Norway has few, but large TNCs. Moreover, they are concentrated in a small number of key industries such as the energy sector, finance, or telecommunications. Additionally, the State has significant ownership in many of these TNCs. The industrial and the ownership concentration have fostered an environment of intense scrutiny by civil society actors (the media in particular) and there is a huge amount of pressure for Norwegian TNCs to behave responsibly (Alm, 2007). Thus, both the government and the companies have embraced the concept of corporate social responsibility early on. Due to the extensive mandate of the Norwegian welfare state, Norwegian CSR policies have mainly addressed corporate activities abroad, especially in developing countries (Albareda et al 2008; Gjølberg, 2010).
Hence, the objective of this study is to discuss whether there has been a shift in governmental and corporate practices in Norway, while exploring to what extent the expectations towards TNCs role for development has changed. The preliminary assumption is that strong state influence might lead to state owned TNCs allowing certain areas of corporate responsibility to take precedence over others.

The first section of this article frames the analysis by exploring the notion of CSR in the context of globalization. The following section looks into the case for and against CSR as a tool for international development. Next, the translation of CSR in Norway is presented, and the role of state ownership and the interplay between state and state owned companies is underscored. The importance of state ownership for Norwegian CSR is then analysed. Finally, implications for future research are explored.

2. CSR in a Globalized World

Globalization and the ‘retreat of the state’ have resulted in opportunities for TNCs to exercise functions traditionally attributed to nation-states (Detomasi, 2007; Kobrin, 2009; Matten & Crane, 2005; Strange, 1996). Notably, the last decade has seen a mounting campaign for TNCs to act unequivocally towards furthering international development, with CSR representing a focal point of these discussions (Blowfield, 2005, 2007; Jenkins, 2005; Frynas, 2005, 2008; Margolis & Walsh, 2003; OECD, 2007; Vogel, 2005). Although continually contested and open for interpretations, CSR has without doubt become an item of mainstream debates. CSR represents a contemporary reaction to long lasting demands to bridge the gap between business practices and the values and expectations of society (Carroll, 1999; Davis, 1973; Friedman, 1970; Matten & Moon, 2008). With globalization it has diversified into a staggering number of variants, crossing borders and infiltrating the mainstream agenda of governments, TNCs, international organizations and civil society actors (Carroll, 1999).

CSR seems thus not only prone to transformation, but inviting it, having to maintain its flexibility in order to be relevant in different cultural settings (Donaldson, 1996). Nevertheless, the multitude of CSR interpretations and practices is criticised as masking a lack of genuine progress, “as it becomes increasingly difficult to measure progress without an identified objective” (Okoye, 2009:215). This is a valid concern given the efforts to integrate CSR into more comprehensive and effective frameworks for international development.

Initially CSR was propelled by values stemming from an Anglo-American historical and philosophical acquis (Mele, 2008; Okoye, 2009). In Europe the concept grew from the liberalization wave of the late 1970s and 1980s, which had made companies de facto socially responsible as they took over many areas of public goods provision (Newell & Frynas, 2007). More recently, actors from developing and emerging countries have also begun adding their perspectives to our understanding of corporate responsibility (Baskin, 2006; Chapple & Moon, 2005; Ghazali, 2007; Li & Zhang, 2010). The growing popularity of corporate responsibility during the last decade coincides with the deepening sense of living in a transitioning world system described as a post-Westphalian order (Kobrin, 2009) or post-national constellation (Habermas, 2001). The main features of this current system – the decline of state power, the proliferation of problems transcending national borders and jurisdictions, an unprecedented pluralism of values and cultural heterogeneity (Donaldson, 1996; Kobrin, 2009; Habermas, 2001; Strange, 1996) – have enabled growing involvement and sway of TNCs in political debates (Detomasi, 2007; Kobrin, 2009; Matten & Crane, 2005; Schrerer & Palazzo, 2007, 2011; Vogel, 2005). These features have made their mark on the nature and focus of the CSR debate.

The concept of business responsibility was originally understood primarily in relation to the domestic market within which companies operated (Davis, 1973; Friedman, 1970). Investment in local welfare represented a contemporary reaction to long lasting demands to bridge the gap between business practices and the values and expectations of society (Carroll, 1999). TNCs today operate in a space where there is no single state power defining or enforcing the rules of the games and where corporate activities unfold in multiple cultural and institutional contexts (Matten & Crane, 2005). In their recent review on new CSR perspectives Schrerer and Palazzo (2011) advocate for a politicised understanding of corporate social responsibility. Starting from the new premises of globalization and the post-national constellation, they criticise the limits of the instrumental approach to CSR. They argue that the three basic premises of the economic view on CSR – the explicit separation between economic and political spheres; profit making as the prime responsibility of any corporation (Friedman, 1970; Henderson, 2001); and social responsibility being conditional on the value it adds to a company (Waddock & Graves, 1997) – are no longer valid in the current setting.

Political CSR “goes beyond the instrumental view on politics in order to develop a new understanding of global politics where private actors such as corporations and civil society organizations play an active role in the democratic regulation and control of market transactions” (Schrerer & Palazzo, 2011:901). This understanding makes room for new deliberations on the limits of responsibility (Schrerer & Palazzo, 2011), the costs of
responsible behaviour (Vogel, 2005), the roles assumed until now by stakeholders in their interaction with corporations and how these roles can change for CSR to improve. States represent powerful stakeholders and Western governments have become active drivers of CSR (Albareda et al, 2008). Today public policies not only endorse and facilitate it, but also allow the government to mandate and partner with companies in an effort to address specific issues (Fox et al, 2002). Some studies suggest that companies themselves consider the government’s role as stakeholder, but especially as regulator, important for improving CSR performances of the majority of companies (Gjølberg, 2011). Today, with TNCs and governments acting and interacting both as political and as economic players, the relationship between state and corporations is as important as it has ever been.

3. TNCs and Development: A Role for CSR?

Since the turn of the millennium there has been renewed emphasis on the role of the business sector for poverty alleviation and sustainable development (OECD, 2007). Climate change, international migration, poverty and conflicts are interconnected at the global level and thus beyond the reach of traditional government authority and control (Kobrin, 2009; Strange, 1996). Given the global nature of their organization and their economic clout it has been argued that TNCs have the ability to address many of these problems (OECD, 2007). Thus, CSR may be engineered into an effective tool for social and economic development. Certainly this seems to be the sentiment of some Western governments, including the Norwegian one, who are promoting CSR as a direct method of engaging businesses in the development processes of poor countries.

The current enthusiasm for CSR goes beyond viewing it as a way to mitigate the negative externalities of international business activities (Blowfield, 2005). Expectations are that CSR should contribute to development by bringing entrepreneurial-type solutions to poverty, education and health, among other problems. Despite the ambiguous results of CSR programs in terms of promoting development (Blowfield, 2007; Frynas, 2005, 2008), a consensus seems to have already been reached – companies should adopt responsibility codes and give back to society, in one way or another. This eagerness to become involved often bypasses the process of determining what works, and under which conditions and so far “CSR has not explicitly dealt with the poverty impact of business activity” (Jenkins, 2005:528).

A sizeable literature has emerged detailing this caveat and exploring the potential and limitations of CSR for development (Blowfield, 2005, 2007; Frynas, 2005, 2008; Jenkins, 2005; Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Newell & Frynas, 2007). Both TNCs’ commercial activities and their CSR policies can be linked to improvements in development (Blowfield, 2007; Frynas, 2005, 2008; Newell & Frynas, 2007). Some maintain that, in general, CSR’s contribution to social and economic issues will always be smaller than that of direct investment, taxes and employment (Newell & Frynas, 2007). Furthermore, the direct and immediate consequences of a company’s operations can be measured in economic terms and thus quantified, while value transfers and long term implications of any particular CSR program are difficult to assess (Frynas, 2005, 2008). Even when results are tracked systematically, the long run effects of implementing a CSR program are difficult to monitor, especially for value-based objectives. Companies seem therefore inclined to limit their reports to quantifiable aspects of their short-term impact, which further strengthens the focus on the economic approach to CSR.

There has been criticism of the progress or lack thereof achieved by CSR in development. Company CSR programs have been proven to “work for some firms, in some places, in tackling some issues, some of the time” (Newell & Frynas, 2007). Furthermore, the issue of the development goals pursued through the means of CSR has also been a point of contention in recent debates. Western governments, corporations and civil society actors have found some common denominators for responsible behaviour – the respect of human rights and the environment, fighting corruption. However, some argue that the development priorities identified by developing countries themselves might not coincide with those chosen by Western actors (Newell & Frynas, 2007; Vogel, 2005). Many point out that CSR has been almost entirely defined by values and rights stemming from a capitalist mindset (Blowfield, 2005; Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Scherer & Palazzo, 2011). It is argued that “the world of CSR would look very differently if the priorities of the poorer groups were put first” (Newell & Frynas, 2007:678). The instrumental approach to CSR fails to incorporate the values and interests of stakeholders which do not have the power to make a difference in company profits (Mitchell et al, 1997). While Western non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and governments eagerly draft policies for CSR, the stakeholders businesses interact with directly are the governments and peoples of the developing countries where they operate (Newell & Frynas, 2007). The CSR debate is still unequal in that it concentrates on the contributions of a restricted number of actors (Western businesses, governments, NGOs), while marginalizing others. However, unless businesses are willing to invest in developing regions there can be no discussion about their contribution to the development of those areas.
4. CSR in the Norwegian Context

As previously mentioned, Norway’s social, economic and political structures are uniquely situated for the study of the interaction between government and TNCs.

For a start, civil society actors in Norway – labour unions, the media, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) – are particularly vocal, both in development cooperation and CSR discussions (Alm, 2007; De Geer et al, 2009; Midtun, 2005). They exert significant pressure on Norwegian TNCs to adopt specific codes of conduct in foreign operations. The Norwegian media’s critique of business practices is based principally on ethical considerations, in particular with regards to human rights and the environment (Alm, 2007; Welle-Strand, 2008). More often than not, media reports exclude practical and financial considerations altogether, insisting instead on the companies’ obligation to uphold Norwegian values and principles abroad. Whether positive or negative, the media coverage reflects a normative view of what good business practices should be. For instance, after a wave of criticism toward the Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG) which prompted the GPFG to adopt new criteria for its investment, many articles began presenting the fund’s ethics guidelines as a unique and exemplary model to be emulated internationally (Alm, 2007). The media and NGOs continue to play a role in the ongoing scrutiny of GPFG’s investment portfolio.

Also characteristic of the actors in Norwegian civil society is the unclear line between private and public identities, and between for-profit and non-profit activities of organizations, both in the field of development assistance and in debates surrounding CSR. An underlying assumption in most countries is that companies, NGOs and unions represent independent organizations i.e. “for-profit or non-profit [entities] that have been created for some purpose other than the administration and enforcement of government policy” (Pearce et al, 2009:506). In Norway, organizational independence ought to be strictly scrutinised, since funding can often be traced back to the government (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Actors in Norwegian CSR and development cooperation](image)

The space between for-profit and non-profit activities has been bridged by the emergence of hybrid organizations of different natures such as investment funds (e.g. Norfund), venture philanthropists, or private individuals (Welle-Strand et al, 2009). Therefore, companies, civil society actors and hybrid organizations are seemingly competing with each other in developing countries and in debates over development, ethics and responsibility. Nonetheless, the interests behind their agendas are unclear and could potentially trace back via their funding sources to a common denominator – the State.

The Norwegian state has historically been a “legitimate problem solver” and is expected to act through the means of the large public sector in order to secure the common good (Olsen, 1996). Furthermore, the public agenda has been explicitly constructed to integrate organised interest groups into public policy and functions.
using a consensual approach to problem solving. Therefore public reforms have been notoriously slow and their scope limited, earning Norway the reputation of “a turtle” in terms of capacity to adapt and change the status quo (Ibid.). In terms of CSR, even more than in other Nordic countries, the powerful Norwegian labour unions have been heavily involved in public policy, curtailing the influence of corporations over societal issues (De Geer et al, 2009; Gjølberg, 2010). As a result Norwegian companies were largely excluded from the welfare processes (Olsen, 1996; Gjølberg, 2010; Midttun, 2005) and before liberalization began the great majority of Norwegian corporations, concentrated in a small number of industries with few major players, were state owned.

Today Norway is home to a total of 27 state-owned TNCs, representing 4.1 percent of total state-owned TNCs worldwide (UNCTAD, 2011). The Norwegian state remains the largest investor on the Oslo stock exchange, owning 37.5 percent of the total share value in 2011. The five largest domestic companies listed on the Norwegian stock market – Statoil, Telenor, DNB, Yara International and Norsk Hydro – have a significant degree of state ownership (Table 1). These companies are also among the best rated in terms of corporate responsibility in the world.

Table 1. Norwegian TNCs with significant state ownership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listed Companies</th>
<th>Main Sector of Activity</th>
<th>Market Value</th>
<th>Stock Market Share</th>
<th>State Holding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statoil</td>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>489 457</td>
<td>37.4%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telenor</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
<td>157 764</td>
<td>12.05%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNB</td>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>95 366</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yara International</td>
<td>Agriculture (fertilizer industry)</td>
<td>69 037</td>
<td>5.27%</td>
<td>36.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norsk Hydro</td>
<td>Aluminium, Energy</td>
<td>57 394</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>34.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The Norwegian government first laid down a comprehensive strategy for CSR in 1998 by establishing the Consultative Body for Human Rights and Norwegian Economic Involvement Abroad (KOMpakt). Meant to be a forum for dialogue between “the human rights community, the private sector and the Norwegian authorities” (White Paper, 1999), KOMpakt illustrated the mistrust in business conduct abroad, especially in countries with poor records of human rights. It also displayed a clear non-domestic focus of the Norwegian CSR agenda as understood and promoted by the authorities, illustrating their desire to use CSR in furthering Norway’s international standing as a peace and human rights champion (Albareda et al 2008; Gjølberg, 2010). In pace with the changes at international level, KOMpakt has since been re-branded as “the consultative body for CSR” which has gradually moved towards embracing an economic approach to CSR balancing this against the focus on humanitarian issues (Gjølberg, 2010).

The Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs then delivered the 2009 White Paper concerning governmental expectations in terms of companies’ CSR practices. This document described the transfer of humanitarian values, good employment and anti-corruption practices as means of promoting development. The 2009 White Paper on CSR was strongly criticised by civil society as “lacking ambition”, “missing vision” or being “inadequate” (Ramos, 2010). One of the main points brought up was that the government had failed to take the opportunity of putting in place concrete strategies to ensure companies’ compliance to Norwegian CSR practices. This represents a recurrent demand from civil society organizations that envision a stricter framework for CSR, with less emphasis on business voluntary action and more legal requirements. However, what is disconcerting is that such demands ignore the serious matter of evaluating and improving the content of the CSR agenda (Jenkins, 2005). While the case has been made against business values and interests controlling the CSR agenda (Blowfield, 2005), there is no reason why not to be sceptical of a similar ‘monopoly on values’ imposed by any other stakeholder in the name of the greater common good. As Porter and Kramer (2006:82) noted “the vehemence of a stakeholder group does not necessarily signify the importance of an issue – either to the company or to the world”. Considering Norway’s record of poor evaluation, follow up of results and learning from change (Olsen, 1996), the normative side of the Norwegian CSR agenda seems all the more problematic.
Coming back again to the societal role attributed to Norwegian companies, it must be underlined that unlike in the Anglo-American culture where entrepreneurship and financial success is rewarded, profit seeking was traditionally not well perceived by the public and the media. Therefore, in the Norwegian context the concept of CSR had to transform in order to be credible and to do so it took on much of the discourse observed previously in the welfare system. Looking into Norwegian companies’ website reporting (Yara, Norsk Hydro, Telenor, Statoil), recurring topics include human rights, labour standards, and gender equality (e.g. the number of women in the organization). Furthermore, irrespective of the sector in which they operate, other common subjects for CSR reporting are environmental responsibility (“green banking” - DNB), corruption and, more recently, the positive impact of simply doing business. While the former illustrate a continuation into CSR of the welfare and ethical traditions, reporting on the virtues of doing business demonstrates the shift in approaches that has taken place in Norway since the early 2000s.

Within the Norwegian development assistance circles the dominant opinion that businesses are uniquely profit driven (Amland, 1993) has been gradually replaced by the public-private cooperation discourse. As of the 2000s the Norwegian government’s development cooperation policy began to dedicate more space to the role of the business sector for economic growth and development (White Paper, 2009b). TNCs’ business-as-usual actions are now considered to be catalysts for economic growth by kick-starting a chain of productive activities, generating employment and paying taxes. Corporate responsibility has also shifted from a dominant rights-based, normative approach to a win-win concept within the sustainable development strategy, justifiable economically (Albareda et al., 2008; Gjølberg, 2010). Website data now commonly informs on a company’s tax activities, the number of its employees, and their diversity (Yara, Telenor). Some companies even take it upon themselves to document the economic and social impact of their CSR initiatives. For instance, the Norwegian telecom operator Telenor commissioned several independent reports assessing the social and economic impact of their main programs (Telenor website). These quantitative analyses help to enhance the credibility of a company’s claims to responsibility, more than auditing aimed solely at value-transfer could.

Besides the hard evidence such data provides, its also plays into companies’ natural strengths and interests, A survey of corporate governance in Scandinavian countries found that reputation, branding and competitiveness were key reasons for companies’ engagement in CSR (Gjølberg, 2011). It seems that Nordic countries in general are eager to make CSR practices more widespread globally. This may be a consequence of companies meeting strong competition from less ethical corporations elsewhere, as most companies were in favour of stronger government regulation in order to improve the results of CSR initiatives. Paradoxically, Norwegian companies appear less competitive than their Nordic counterparts that boast similar good records of corporate governance. In 2011 Norway ranked as the 16th most competitive economy in the world, behind most of its Nordic neighbours, with lower scores in terms of industrial competitiveness, particularly in innovation and sophistication (WEF, 2011). At a first glance it would seem that when combining competitiveness with social welfare, the government and the business sector have yet to find the optimal formula, although poorer competitiveness is not necessarily a result of strong ethical regulations.

CSR appears to fit squarely in the government’s strategy to promote international development through the mix of business-government-international agencies efforts. However, the results have been debated, and the concern for the TNCs’ competitiveness has been posed. CSR is most often considered valuable to the competitiveness of a corporation if the home-market has a strong consensus on the importance of CSR initiatives. The dilemma arises when Norwegian companies operating abroad face societies where corruption, weak governance and poor labour rights are present. The Norwegian government promoting more investment from Norwegian TNC’s in such areas may leave the companies more exposed to the risk of betraying CSR commitments.

In sum, CSR is constantly changing and adapting to different settings (Donaldson, 1996). The diffuse meaning of CSR poses a risk since progress is not easily evident from solely the evolution of the debate on CSR itself. In Norway this is challenging because the country has a history of slow reforms associated with little follow-up or implementation of changes. Nonetheless, the Norwegian government and TNCs have been early adopters of CSR and there seems to be a link between public and private CSR policies. Nevertheless, the motivation of Norwegian companies projecting strong CSR profiles is still to appear socially responsible. Influence from the state level makes Norwegian companies subject to scrutiny if they fail to comply with the expectations.

5. State Influence or Interference?

Traditionally, states have been the main actors in the international system. This understanding represents the main pillar of the realist school of international relations, where state interactions define the system, and all states act on behalf of their interests alone. In such a setting development aid represents an extension of the state’s foreign policy, a means for achieving greater influence and other political or economic goals (Jackson &
While most private companies would have no place in this system per se, state owned companies could be pictured as extensions of state power. This is plausible even in the context of globalization and the decline of state power (Matten & Moon, 2008). In Norway, the government does not seem inclined to accept the ‘retreat of the state’ thesis and is considerably active both in the welfare sphere and in the business sector (White Paper, 2006, 2009c, 2011). Thus the Norwegian CSR public policy can be viewed as an additional step by government to integrate businesses into the wider development cooperation agenda. This is particularly evident through the policies of the current social-democratic Norwegian government.

The importance of the state owned sector has been underplayed in the wake of the liberalization wave of the 1980s and 1990s. However, although less than 1 percent of TNCs worldwide are state owned, they represent an important global force (UNCTAD, 2011). An analysis of Norwegian companies’ FDI revealed that state owned enterprises (SOEs) were “less reluctant than [privately owned enterprises] to invest in countries with poor institutional business climates” i.e. rule of law, property rights and corruption (Knutsen et al’s, 2011). It would seem that because of the dual role of the state as owner and as stakeholder it is likely that SOEs’ investment decisions are linked to non-economic goals such as foreign policy or foreign aid (Ibid.). The government’s policy for CSR and its policies for development cooperation bear striking resemblance in that the areas they choose to focus on are largely intertwined.

Norway’s development cooperation centres around five main priority areas for action: climate change and environment; peace building, human rights and humanitarian assistance; women and gender equality; oil and clean energy; good governance and the fight against corruption (White Paper, 2009b). These are the same element recognised as important in the CSR White Paper (White Paper, 2009a). This overlap may not be coincidental. One way to view this alignment is as a piece of a larger puzzle, namely of “the marketing project seeking to brand Norway as a ‘humanitarian superpower’” (Gjølberg, 2010:213). Government reports hint to the role Norwegian businesses are expected to play in furthering specific foreign policy goals, not least in the area of development.

Current Norwegian development cooperation explicitly underlines the interdependence between governments and businesses in promoting development (White Paper, 2009b). The partnership of private and public approaches for development is an already tried and tested method in Norway. The state owned Norwegian Investment Fund for Developing Countries (Norfund) was established precisely on the premises that productive, private sector initiatives were essential for development. Norfund will soon celebrate its 15th year of operations, during which time it has seen its annual capital contribution from the government increase almost six fold, from NOK175 million in 1998 to NOK1 billion (approximately US$166.5 million) in 2011. The government has also asked Norfund to offer softer loans for direct investments carrying more risk in the least developed countries (LDCs), increasing the opportunities that the fund has in being a co-investor in business projects in LDCs (Norwegian Government, 2010). This is a testament to growing political support for the ‘business of aid’ and of the government’s willingness to use business solutions actively in achieving international development.

The influence of government on corporate behaviour cannot be ignored (Fox et al, 2002; Midttun, 2005; Albareda et al, 2007, 2008). Governments have a significant impact on company structures and strategies simply by their context defining power, as business organizations “reflect the differing societies and polities within which they operate [and can become] isomorphic with dominant institutions such as government” (Pearce et al, 2009:509). Looking at the role played by governments in CSR over the last decade, it seems that despite diverse industrial and political traditions there is a “common understanding and perception of the CSR concept” in public agendas (Albareda et al 2008). Divergences occur when applying the concept itself to the specific make-up of each national economy, but even here government action ranges within a limited set of roles – mandating (minimum standards), facilitating (creating incentives and framework conditions), partnering (multi stakeholder engagement) and endorsing (publicity) – which can be combined in various manners (Fox et al, 2002). States undoubtedly play crucial roles for the definition and application of CSR as a tool for international development, in their tripartite position of owners, regulators and international development actors (Vogel, 2005; Newell and Frynas, 2007). However, despite state influence at international level through participation in international forums and organizations, the impact at domestic level through ownership and regulation is more striking (Albareda et al 2007, 2008; Fox et al, 2002; Ghazali, 2007; Gjølberg, 2011; Graves & Waddock, 1994; Lee, 2009; Li & Zhang, 2010; Midttun, 2005; Prado-Lorenzo et al, 2009). It is these two factors that will be considered here.

While the extent of government influence varies, ownership is likely to increase the extent to which governments can, if they wish, interfere in business. Ownership seems to matter when choosing to pursue and report CSR activities (Graves & Waddock, 1994; Ghazali, 2007; Prado-Lorenzo et al, 2009). CSR disclosure seems to be triggered by two different aspects: entrenchment or information effect. In the first case, “information disclosed
will mainly reflect the interests of the dominant stockholder”, whereas in the second case information revealed will be limited according to the company’s interest in making information available to its competitors (Prado-Lorenzo et al, 2009:97). In both cases the flow of information made publicly available is carefully managed in order to support the company’s image and competitiveness, as well as that of its dominant stockholder. Analyzing the CSR reports of Malaysian companies, Ghazali (2007) observes that government ownership was positively associated with a higher degree of CSR disclosure. Evidence from China indicates that state owned companies were generally more likely to report on CSR than private or joint venture corporations due to their political links and different social accountability structures (Li & Zhang, 2010). It would therefore seem that the state as a dominant owner is in a position to influence to a large extent the flow of information from its companies in a way that benefits its image the most.

Government documents detailing the state’s ownership policy offer some insight into how public CSR policies and development cooperation policies may permeate the business sector (White Paper, 2006, 2011). The White Papers were designed to clarify the government’s stance on various matters related to the state owned sector, including the objectives and organization of state ownership and a set of principles for good ownership and corporate governance. The latest describes how the State envisions its role as strategic owner, emphasising its ability “to follow up and influence the companies through both governance and dialogue” (White Paper, 2011:59). The report goes further, stating how “it must be assumed that, because the State is such a major shareholder in the companies with direct ownership, the State’s expressly stated expectations will be accorded considerable weight by the companies” (Ibid.). These confident assessments of the state influence over its companies indicate that ownership represents an important tool the government holds and uses in order to promote its agenda with the corporate sector in Norway.

The reports also touched upon the issue of CSR, mentioning that “companies in which the State is a shareholder should take the lead in social responsibility”, specifically protecting the environment and ensuring sound social conditions globally and locally (White Paper, 2006:30). If the government were not to assume this responsibility for the companies it owns, the White Paper argued, then the state’s legitimacy as a legislator and in matters concerning foreign policy could be at risk. In other terms, strong CSR efforts are expected by the state-owned companies. However, it appears that the government adheres to an instrumental approach to CSR. The report mentions that the government believes that embracing CSR will “promote the profitability of the companies [...] whilst at the same time ensuring that the operations of the companies are perceived as ethically reasonable” (White Paper, 2011:60). Furthermore, it is revealed that “priorities linked to the competitiveness of the companies will therefore sometimes be necessary in order to safeguard the State’s ownership in the best possible way” (Ibid.), thus subordinating responsibility to business values. The commercial drive seems therefore to have permeated even the Norwegian government’s agenda and it is puzzling to witness its drive for stronger CSR commitments from companies when it seems “to prioritise profit at the cost of social welfare” (Morsing, 2011:711). Thus we might ask whether lack of results is a consequence of the trade-offs between CSR and competitiveness.

Second, CSR seems to be perceived as a limited instrument of corporate governance which cannot replace hard regulation. As mentioned earlier CSR is originally a voluntary, “non-authoritative self-regulatory approach” (Midttun, 2005:166) which some have interpreted as putting CSR firmly beyond the scope of legislative and formal regulations. Governments prefer the voluntary approach based on “the perception that businesses need to be allowed to develop new practices before regulation becomes appropriate, and regulation is seen as a stifling innovation” (Albareda et al 2008:360). However, initiatives created on a voluntary basis often evolve into soft law institutions; there are also examples of voluntary codes and international treaties being replaced by legislation after successful lawsuits (Gjølberg, 2011; Vogel, 2005). Such evolutions are more common in specific industries or among high profile companies that are under constant media and public scrutiny. Therefore hard law proponents point out to the need to set minimum standards that can effect substantial changes across the entire business environment.

In Norway, the government has so favoured proposing guidelines for CSR reporting. At the same time, however, it recognises the existence of limits on “what can and should be covered by the corporate governance of state-owned companies”, supporting a role for “other public sector and general instruments, such as legislation, which are better suited to safeguarding [social responsibility] considerations” (White Paper, 2011:60). Norwegian companies also appear to be sceptical about the potential of CSR to replace public regulation and in general most would agree to a balance between voluntary and mandatory rules, operating within a well functioning public sphere (Gjølberg, 2011). Both sides invoke the argument of legislation as the fairest way of ensuring competition and a level playing field for companies. Therefore it seems that the Norwegian government
is trying to maintain, and perhaps strengthen, its influence over certain areas of public interest, while at the same time allowing and encouraging businesses to become involved at different levels and within different sectors in social welfare. We have found no evidence suggesting that the fact that the state being a large shareholder has had any bearing on the CSR reporting of Norwegian TNC’s. The Norwegian state as a large shareholder is simultaneously profit maximizing in its motives. If Norwegian companies are supposed to “do-good” in developing countries it might have severe influence on their ability to compete in the global markets.

In sum, it appears that in Norway the state has significant influence over the business sector thanks to significant state ownership, concentrated industrial structures and strong public sector policies. This enables a unique position for the Norwegian government to affect general corporate behaviour. In general larger firms are setting the agenda for CSR profiling and codes of conduct, thus influencing non-state owned companies. Norwegian companies seem to be doing particularly well in implementing CSR and are disproportionately represented in international CSR performance indexes. Both the state and the companies seem mindful to present an image that reflects positively upon Norway and is in accordance to the country’s foreign policy goals. For now the state has not pushed its influence into hard regulation, and it may be that the link between government and corporate interests may affect development cooperation and CSR policies in more than one way. The Norwegian case is interesting due to the many similarities with other Nordic countries, but is more distinctive considering the large influence of the state. In general this analysis find that Nordic countries wants more government lead regulations and have little faith in self-regulations as a means of improving social end environmental performance (Gjølberg 2011). Competitiveness and branding are still the main reasons for strong CSR commitment whether the state is a shareholder or not.


Norwegian companies are rated among the best performers in terms of CSR. The Norwegian government too boasts one of the ‘cleanest’ development cooperation agendas. This study started from the twin observations of higher state involvement in CSR and of the involvement of profit-oriented organizations in problems related to international development. The goal was to determine how state and private agendas would interact at the intersection of CSR and development cooperation, under the assumption that a strong state, such as the Norwegian one, would influence the CSR debate. After exploring several problems related to CSR as a concept, its translation in Norway and the general arguments for and against it as a development tool, the previous section investigated the state’s influence via ownership and regulation. This section provides some additional points for discussion based on the ideas previously exposed and propose some tentative areas for further research.

7. Are Norwegian Companies that Much Better?

At a first glance Norwegian companies appear to excel in social and environmental action, based on their inclusion in results-based CSR indexes. Their performance may be explained by the long tradition of upholding high social and environmental standards, arising from the particular configuration of social, economic and political forces in Norway. However, the previous analysis points out to a number of factors that may undermine this overly positive image.

First, CSR remains a contested concept the progress of which is difficult to monitor and evaluate. The CSR indexes used today to appraise corporate practices offer some means of evaluation and scrutiny, for some companies, in some sectors. However, they cannot serve as effective instruments of accountability. Second, the current debates related to CSR continue to develop along the lines of the instrumental approach. This may have contributed to the ingraining of business values into the CSR agenda, marginalizing alternative perspectives.

Therefore, if Norwegian companies are considered among the best according to the currently flawed standards, does it make them best practice examples? There is little investigation into the actual development effects of CSR programs. Arguably, a company’s contribution to poverty reduction and development is more easily tracked in the number of people employed, the amount of taxes paid and so forth. Value-based goals related to the transfer of good governance practices or human rights principles are difficult to assess. Investigating the links between business-as-usual practices, CSR activities and development, would perhaps help improve our knowledge of the achievements and shortcomings of current corporate practices in developing countries.

8. Where does the State Stand in Respect to CSR?

Despite being criticised for not taking a firm stance on CSR in its 2009 White Paper, the government appears more than ever conscious of the impact Norwegian companies can have on the country’s reputation. The analysis in this paper seems to indicate that the government is willing and able to use its position as strategic shareholder to ensure that CSR reporting reflects positively upon Norway’s international image. As a stakeholder, both in its
position as owner and as a regulator, the Norwegian government holds significant influence over its companies. Thus, in the case of Norway it does not seem surprising that companies with dominant state ownership strive to abide by public regulation, participate in international CSR initiatives and generally seem to do well in terms of social and environmental responsibility.

Norwegian TNCs’ stellar performance is based on appraisals that do not put poverty reduction or other measurable development goals at the core of CSR initiatives (Blowfield, 2005; Jenkins, 2005; Margolis & Walsh, 2003). Most of the data disclosed in Norwegian CSR reports is in accordance with mainstream CSR guidelines, such as the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Companies or the UN Global Compact. It seems unlikely that the government is infusing new values into the CSR debate. On the contrary, as Morsing (2011) postulates, it seems that in recent years the Norwegian government has become more sensitive to the commercial goals of its TNCs. It is not clear yet how this might affect the efficiency of Norwegian CSR programs. Therefore, it would be interesting to explore the commitments made by Norwegian TNCs in their CSR reports over the long term, and assess their results. This would hopefully help determine to what extent CSR is merely a cosmetic exercise mirroring societal expectations and to what extent it is relevant for a company and for the communities where it is involved.

Another interesting finding is the apparent agreement between businesses and governments on the limits of CSR and on the necessity of a well functioning public sector with hard regulation in place. As pointed out by previous studies, businesses that perform at or above the standards set internationally for social and environmental responsibility actually have a strong interest in the establishment of hard rules for their respective fields. By supporting stricter regulation internationally they benefit from a level playing field and perhaps even a competitive advantage over their competitors. It would be interesting therefore to see if and how corporate interests affect the government policies in this respect. While governments influence the business environment through regulation and the set up of public services they are in turn influenced by their links to corporations. The power of corporate interests over public policy cannot be overlooked, and the government’s development cooperation program and its continuous support to Norwegian investment in developing countries can also be construed as a way to support the internationalization of Norwegian businesses.

Given the closely woven ties between state, corporations and civil society actors, can their interaction in the public debate result in genuine progress for the CSR agenda? This question is all the more important considering the Norwegian consensual approach to problem solving and the country’s reputation of being a ‘turtle’, a laggard in terms of executing public reforms and implementing change (Olsen, 1996). If this pattern remains unchanged it may undercut the benefits of multi-stakeholder dialogues, namely the potential to challenge the status quo of underlying values and frameworks of the development and CSR agendas.

9. CSR and International Development – A Balance or a Compromise?

Paradoxically, it might appear that both the CSR and national development agendas are falling short of their promises. Are the goals and values exposed in the Norwegian discourse perhaps not adequate for furthering development? The answer is no. Without doubt most people desire to live without repression and discrimination, prefer peace to war, and enjoy a clean and healthy environment. However, the fact that there is still significant resistance to what seem to be noble initiatives cannot be attributed solely to corporate greediness or the malevolent intentions of interest groups. Most disagreements emerge from priority differences between the urgent needs of today, versus the desirable outlook for tomorrow. For instance, the Norwegian emphasis on what are arguably noble and desirable outcomes – peace, the respect of human rights, clean energy and the environment – may not match the development prioritises identified by developing countries themselves. Acknowledging this basic fact seems crucial for opening up the development and CSR discourses. It seems therefore paramount to search for a better balance between development and CSR agendas in favour of problems related to poverty, economic exclusion and lack of representation that often plague the poor.

In turn, this should also draw attention away from businesses’ interaction with Western NGOs and governments and towards their interaction with the governments and societies in the countries where they operate. A company’s willingness to do business will first and foremost depend on the domestic political, economic and social conditions of a potential host country. Also, as suggested in previous studies businesses may adapt to local conditions rather than impose their own CSR frameworks (Chapple & Moon, 2005). It appears interesting to look more into how Western companies interact with local governments in order to develop, translate or improve/ restrict their CSR practices.
10. Concluding Remarks

This study intended to explore how the state and corporations are balancing the international development agendas, by analysing the case of Norwegian CSR. The general research interest was to investigate the roles a strong government could play in the CSR debate, and whether there is any potential to link CSR to international development objectives. Thanks to its unique features Norway represented a good candidate for the investigation of the interplay between governments, corporations and civil society in influencing corporate and global governance. This study set out to explore governmental and corporate practices in Norway related to CSR and development cooperation. In doing so, we have found little support for our opening assumption that strong governmental support for CSR leads to a bias towards certain areas of corporate responsibility in state owned TNCs’ practices.

Despite seemingly different agendas, the State and Norwegian corporations appear to share a similar goal – to communicate a positive image positive image of Norway internationally. The strong sway the government has over TNCs thanks to significant state ownership may reinforce their commitment CSR reporting. At the same time, both the government and TNCs seem to be in accord as to the limits of CSR on effecting widespread changes and the continued importance of the public sector and state regulation. Therefore, Norwegian stakeholders appear to agree on the main values which should be made public. There is little indication that the public discourse and the criticism of profit seeking ventures actually leads to a reassessment of the business case for CSR in Norway. On the contrary, the state seems particularly sensitive to its companies’ profitability and competitiveness. The apparent alignment between the topics proposed in the state’s development cooperation agenda and those in Norwegian companies’ CSR reports do not represent conclusive proof of a transfer of agendas. Therefore, this study concludes that despite being among the best in terms of social and environmental performance by current standards, Norwegian TNCs do not see international development goals as part of their mandate. Hence, investigating the links between business-as-usual practices, CSR activities and development might increase awareness of the fundamental reassessment of values needed for CSR to become an effective governance tool in developing countries.
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